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riEAD THE FOLLOWING CASE AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BELOW 

Inventory Management at Flame Electronics 

Inventory management in some operations is more than justa part oftheir responsibility. it is their 

very reason fur being in business. Flame ElretriatI. South Africa's largest independent supplier 

and distributor of1amps, is such a business. It stocks over 2900 different types oflamp, which are 

sourced fiom 14 comtries and distribu1ed to customers throughout the comtIy. 

'In effect our customers are using us to manage their stocks oflighting sources fur them,' says Jeff 

Schaffer, the Managing Director ofFlame Electrical. 'They could, if they wanted to, hold their 

own stock but might not want to devote the time, space, mooey or effurt to doing so. Using us they 

get the widest range ofproducts to choose fiom, and an acanate, fust and dependable servioo.' 

Cen1Ial to the company's abiliW to provide the servioo i1s customers expect is i1s computerized 

stock management system. The system holds infutmation on all ofFlame' s customeIs, the type of 

lamps they may order, the quality and bnmd of lamps they prefer, the prioo to be charged and the 

location ofeach item in the warehouse. When a customer phones in to order, the computer system 

immediately accesses all this infutmation, which is confinned to the customer. This leaves on1y the 

quantity of each lamp required by the customer to be keyed in. The system then genemtes an 

instruction to the warehouse to pick up and dispa1ch the order. This instruction includes the shelf 

location of each item. The system even calculates the location of each item in the warehouse 

which will minimize the movement ofstock fur warehouse staff. 

OrdeIS for the replenishment ofstocks in the warehouse are triggered by a re-order point system. 

The re-order point is set for each stocked item depending on the likely demand for the product 

during the order lead time (forecast fiom the equivalent period's orders the previous year), the 

order lead time for the item (which varies from 24 hours to fuur morum) and the variabiliW ofthe 

lead time (fiom previous experience). The size of the replenishment order depends on the lamp 

being ordered. Flame prefers most orders to be fur a whole number of con1ainer loads (the 

shipping cos1sfor part-container loads being more expensive). However, lower order quantities of 

small or expensive lamps may be used. The"order quantity for each lamp is based on its demand, 

i1s ~ and the costoftmnsportation fiom the ~~~~ijowever, all this can ~overridden in an 
" , ""-.'; ',' '-. - /,' 
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emergency. If a customer, such as a hospital, urgently needs a particu1ar lamp which is not in 

s~ the company will even use 
>. 

a filst courierto :By the item in fiom overseas - all forthe sake of 

main1aining its reputation for high service levels. 

'We have to get 1he balance right.' says Jeff Schaffer. 'Excellent service is 1he foundation ofour 

success. But ~ could not survive ifVIle did not control stocks tightly. After all we are carrying the 

cost ofevery lamp in our warehouse until the customer eventually pays for it Ifstock levels were 

too high we just could not operate profitably. It is for that reason that we go as fur as to pay 

incentives to the relevant staffbased on how well they keep our wodcing capital and stocks under 

. control.' 

QUESTIONl 

a) Explain the importance of inventory management at Flame Electronics. (20 MARKS) 

b) Discuss the benefits ofhaving a computerized stock management system. (20 MARKS) 
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SECTION B (ANSWER ANY THREE QUESTIONS) 

QlJESTION2 

Discuss the different types ofmaterials handling equipment and the criteria used to select 
this equipment. (20 MARKS) 

QUESTION 3 

Deliberate on the strategic value-adding role warehousing plays in the logistics system. 
(20 MARKS) 

QUESTION 4 

Discuss the elements that must be considered in the selection ofa transportation mode. 
(20 MARKS) 

QUESTIONS 5 


a) Discuss the role ofpackaging in the logistics system. (16 MARKS) 


b) Explain the rationale for using bar codes to identify packages. (4 MARKS) 



